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1-~ _ ~ a.(A).~_ 
I -~ .  exp [~(I - ~.)1 - - . -6  
(~. r 1), (1.1) 
A.CX) = ~ a.,,~" (1.2) 
$--1 
is a polynomial in Z of degree n. The integers A,., occurring in the right 
member of (1.2) are known as the Eulerian numbers and satisfy the 
formula 
A , ,=~ ( -  1)s (n + l) (s -- j)-, ( s= l (1 )n ,n= 1, 2, 3 , . . . ) ,  (1.3) 
' i -o  J 
as well as the recurrence 
A., = s A.-1,.~ + (n -- s + 1) A.-:.s-1 9 (1.4) 
Alternatively, Worpitzky [4] showed that the A.,s may be defined 
by means of 
s--1 r/ 
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1 4 1 
1 11 11 1 
1 26 66 26 l 
1 57 302 302 57 1. 
Let Zn = {1, 2 , . . . ,  n} and let Pn(k) denote the number of permuta- 
tions of the elements of Z n which show exactly k increases between 
adjacent elements, the first element always being counted as a jump. 
It is known that [3, p. 214] 
A~,k = P,(k). (1.6) 
A little more generally, let P~(j, k) denote the number of permutations 
of Zn which have k jumps and have j as their first element. We find that 
P,(j, 1) = ~s (Kronecker delta), 
P,(j, k) = ~ ( -  1)' (k - s -- 1),,-S(k - s)~ -1 ( j  = l(1)n; (1.7) 
s=o k = l(1)n) 
In the next place, let Q,,.,~(k) denote the number of sets (il, i2 . . . .  , i,,) 
with iseZn (repetitions allowed) and showing exactly k increases be- 
tween adjacent elements. Again we make the convention that the first 
element of the sequence is a jump. Alternatively, given a deck of nm 
cards with m suits of n cards each, we wish to deal the cards into a single 
pile so long as the cards are in decreasing order, with like cards counted 
as decreasing, and a new pile is started whenever a non-decreasing card 
appears. A total of m cards is to be dealt; with all possible arrangements 
9 of the first m cards, in how many ways do k piles appear? This interpre- 
tation shows that the problem of determining Qn.,~(k) is related to 
Simon Newcomb's problem [3, p. 216]. 
We find that 
( )( ) Qn, m(k)= ~ ( -  1) s m+ 1 (k -s )n+m-  1 (1 <k<n) .  (1.9) 
s=o s rn 
Given a permutation crof Z,,, we shall say that cr requires r readings 
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if it is necessary to make r left to right scans oftr in order that the elements 
are read in the order m, m -- 1 , . . . ,  1. Let R,,,(k, r) denote the num- 
ber of permutations of Z,,, which have k jumps and require r readings. 
We prove that 
Qn.,,,(k ) ~_ ~ (n + m - r) Rm(k ' r). (I.10) 
r=o m 
It follows from (1.9) and (1.10) that 
~ m 1 m+l  (k - - t ) ( r - j ) - t -  
R,n(k, r) = ~ 
t=o ~=0 j m 
Also we prove that 
Rm(k, r) ---- O ~ k > - -  r - -1  
m- - l ) .  
( l . l l )  
m q- 1. (1.12) 
Finally, we consider an analog ~ of the Stirling numbers of the second 
kind defined by means of 
~,, (x  ) ( ys ) s(m; r,s) = (xy -l- m --1) . 
r=o s=o r m 
(1.13) 
It follows that S(m; r, s) is the number of ways of distributing m like 
objects into an r by s rectangle in such a way that each row and each 
column contains at least one object. 
Throughout he paper, we have given generating functions for the 
numbers introduced. Also we have given combinatorial proofs of results 
connecting various types of sequences. 
All properties of the Eulerian numbers that are assumed here will be 
found in [1]. Also any combinatorial results used without proof can be 
found in Riordan's book [3]. 
The authors are indebted to J. Riordan for pointing out the relation 
between Qn,,n(k) and Simon Newcomb's problem and suggesting the 
introduction of Rm(r, s) by means of (1.10). 
2. PERMUTATIONS 
Given the set Z n = {l, 2 . . . .  , n}, let Pn(J, k) denote the number of 
permutations of Zn beginning with j and showing exactly k increases 
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between adjacent elements, the first element always being counted as 
a jump. For example, P4(1,3) ---- 4: 
9 1.2.43, .1.3.42, .1.32.4, .1.42.3, 
where a dot indicates a jump. 
Classifying the permutations counted by Pn(J, k)  according to elements 
in the second position, it follows that 
]-I n-i 
Pn(J, k)  = Z P,~_~(t, k)  + Z Pn-~(t, k -- 1) (2.1) 
t=l t=j 
and this implies 
P,,( j  + 1, k) = Pn(J, k) + Pn-l( J ,  k) -- Pn-a(J, k -- 1) (1 __< j < n). (2.2) 
Note in particular that 
n-1  
P.(1, k) ---- 2~ P._~(t, k -- 1). 
t=l 
We show that 
(2.3) 
(n) 
P . ' ( j , k )  = s=o 2~ ( -  1)s s (k - -  1 -- s)"-J(k -- s) s-~ (1 ~ j<n;  (2.4) 
1 <_k<n) .  
The proof of (2.4) is by induction. It follows from (2.2) that 
k-1 
P , ( j  + 1, k) ---- Z (-- 1) s (k - s -- l )"-x- J (k - s) j-1 
s=O 
n n n - -1  
= Z ( -  1) s (k -  1 - s ) , , - : -~(k -  s)J, 
s=O $ 
and, using (2.3), we easily complete the induction. 
It follows from (2.4) and (1.3) that 
P.+I(1, k) - - - -  An, lr (2.5) 
where An, e denotes the Eulerian number. Also we have 
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(n - - l )  (1--y)n-Yf- lpn(j ,k + 1) 
~=1 j - -  1 
=~ (-- l )S. ,=ok (ns )i=~o" (n--l) (k -s+ j  I l)'-XYi-X(k--s)"-'(1--Y)"- 
() =~ (_  1) s n (k_s+y) , , _ t .  
s=O S 
Put (n+l) A.,k(y) = ~ (-- I) s (k -- s + y)", (2.6) 
s=O S 
so that, using (1.3), we have 
An, k(O ) = An, l:. 
It follows from (2.6) that 
A~,k(y ) = ~ (_  1)~_~( s + y),, n + 1 
.~=0 n+ 1 - -k+s  
= (_  1)~_,( s + y),, n -- r r 
.~=o =~ n k s 
= Z ( -  ( s+ 
r=O H sffiO S 
Hence, if we put 
An(Z, y) = ~ An,~(y)~, k (2.7) 
k=0 
we obtain 
An(~,y)= ~ ).k~ (_  1 )~- r (n - -k )  ~ (_  1 ) r - s ( r ) ( s+y)n  
k~O r=O n s=O S 
=~ ~r(1--)')n--r~ (- -1)~-8(r)  ~=o s 
It follows that 
n=O ~ An(2 'Y ) ( / -  nl)')-~xn -- ,=o ~ (1 --~'~ )r .~-o~ ( - 1)~-s(r) ets+u~s 
~r 
= e~U~-o (1 - -  ~)  " (e~ - -  1 ) r '  
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which implies 
A,(~., y) x"(l -- Z) -n -- (1 -- ).)e ~v (2.8) 
n-o  n!  1 - -  ~.~ 
The polynomial A~,k(y) defined by (2.4) has been studied by Nielsen 
[2]. However, the generating function (2.8) relates this polynomial to 
the polynomial H~(u[ ~.) defined [1] by means of 
t~o XT~ 
- -  e ~ = E - - r -  (u  [ ~.) e 9 -- ;( ~on!  H~ m (2.9) 
3. SEQUENCES WITH REPETITIONS 
Given the set Z,~ = {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, let Q~.m(k) denote the number of 
sequences (ili2 9 9 ira) with i~eZz, (repetitions allowed) and with exactly 
k increases between successive lements, the first position always being 
an increase. We shall say such a sequence is from Z~. Thus, for ex- 
ample, the sequences 
.2.31.2, .7.8.99, .3 [.4.5 
all show three increases and are all from Zg. It is convenient to define 
Qn,,~(J, k) as the number of sequences counted by Qn, m(k) which have 
il = j. 
Classifying the sequences counted by Qn,,~(j, k) according to ele- 
ments in the second position, it follows that 
J 
a~.m(J, k) = ~ Q~.m_~(t, k) + ~ Qn.m-l(t, k - 1). (3.1) 
t--1 t-- j+1 
We show that 
~-1 ( ) ( - - -1 )n+m--b j -2 ) )  (3.2) Q,,.m(J,k)=  ( -  1) s m (k s 
,-o s m - 1 " 
The proof of (3.2) is by induction on the length m of the sequence. 
Indeed, assuming that (3.2) holds up to m -- I, it foUows from (3.1) 
that 
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~ (m- 1) ~ ( (~-s-  1 ,~+~+,-~)  
Q,,,m(J, k) = Z ( -  1) s m - 2 
s=O S l=1 
+ E (--  1)" m- -  1 (k - - s  
.~=o s t=j+~ m - -  2 
= Z ( -  1)' 
x=o s m-  1 
-- m- -1  + Z ( - -  l) '  s=O S 
.~=o s m- -  1 ' 
which completes the proof  of  (3.2). 
To obtain a formula for Q,,.,,,(k) we need only note the identity 
Q,, , , . (k)  = Q,,,,.+a(n, k), 
so that, using (3.2), we obtain 
~1 (m + l) (~k -- s, n + ,n --1) 
Qn, m(k)  = N ( -  1)' . (3.3) 
s=0 s m 
The formula (3.4) should be compared with (1.3), the familiar formula 
for the Eulerian numbers. Indeed, dividing both sides of  (3.3) by n", 
we get 
1 1 
lim n 'n a,~.,,,(k) = ~ A , , ,~ .  (3.4) 
?u-~oo 
In the next place, it follows from (3.3) that 
k ( )( ) 
Qn.,,(k) = ~ (_  1)~_ , sn + m - 1 m + 1 
s=o m m+ l - k - s  
E ( -  1) ~-' sn+m - 1 
s=0 tH 
)~(m--r)(r) 
,.=s m k s 
k (m)~ ( ) (  ) ( _  1)~_ r - - r  ( -  1) ' - '  r sn+m--  1 
r=o k ,=o s m " 
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Consequently if we put 
O.,,.( 41 = E a.,,.(k)4k; 
we obtain 
~,.o(4) = 1 (3.5) 
On' ' (4)  ---- r=o ~ 4'~k=,. ( -  1)~-r (m 5 ; )  4k-' ~ ] k  k .~=o ( -  1)~-s(;)(sn+mm-1) 
r=o s=o s m 
Hence 
x;,, (m)  - -Z4~(1- -4 ) -~] ( - -1 )~-~(r /  ~" sn+ -1  x" 
O""n(4) (1 -  4) m r=O s=O \S/,n=O ?n=O 
= ~,4~(1 _ 4)_~ (_  1),_ ~ r ( I - -x ) - " "  
r=O s=O S 
co 
= E 4~(1 -- 4)-,  ((1 -- x) -n -  1) ' ,  
r=O 
which implies 
x ' '  1 -- 4 
~, ~,~ ,~(4) (1 -- 41 '~ = 1 -- 4(1 x)-"" (3.6) 
7?, =0 
Note that if we replace x by x/n and let n become infinite, the right 
member of  (3.6) becomes 
1 - -4  
1 -- 4e x '  
which gives another proof  of  (3.4). 
Similar results hold for Q,,,,,(j, k). We find that 
x ~ y"  (1 -- x) (1 -- y) - i  
~] ~ Qn, m(J,k) (l _ x) m= 1-x(1 -y ) - "  m=O kffiO 
(3.7) 
I f  we put 
H, , , . , (4 )  = (1 - 4 ) -~ O. , , . (4 ) ,  
then (3.6) becomes 
co  
Y, n n ,,,(4)x" = 1 -- 4 
,,,=o ' 1 - 4 (1  - x ) - " "  
(3 .8 )  
(3.9) 
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This implies the recurrence 
2 ~ ( n + s - -1 )  Hnm_s(~) = Hn, m(Z) (m > 0) (3.10) 
or if we prefer 
It is possible to give an alternative proof  of  (3.6) and (3.7). Put 
m 
Q., m,i(x) = Z Q.,.,(J, k) x k 
k~l 
On, m(X) = ~ Qn, m( k) x ~, 
kffil 
where O.,o(x) =- x. 
It follows at once from (3.1) that 
Hence 
i 
Qn, rnd(x) = Z Qn, m-l,t(x) q- x ~ Qn, m-l,t(x) 
tffiX tffi]+l 
= Q.,n,d-x(x) + (1 - x) Q.,m_ad(x). 
Qn, rn, n(x) = ~2 Qn, m-a.t(x) = O.,rn-l(X). 
t=l 
Thus we find that 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
Qn, l ,n (x )  = x = ~n,O(X)  
Q.,,. , ._ l(x) = Q,,,,.,,.(x) - (1 - x) Q,,,m_l,n(x) 
= ~. , . , _ l (X )  - (1 - x)  O . ,~- , (x ) .  
Proceeding in this manner, it is evident that 
Qn, m,n_~(x) , ,. / (x - 1) ~ •n.,l_l_,(x). 1 ~ 0 (3.14) 
Adding on j in (3.14), we obtain 
(3 .15)  
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Thus, for example, 
= nO.,o(x)~ . . = nx 
~'n'~(X) = nOn'l(X) -}- (n ) --1) On,o(x) 
O..,3(x) : n(~.,,(x)-1- (2 ) (x  -- I )O . ,x (x )+ (3 ) (x  -- 
=(n W3 2)xq-4(n+ 3 1)x ' -k - (3 )xZ .  
359 
1)' O.,o(X) 
An alternate to (3.15) is 
(~n,,.(x) = ~2 ( n ] (x -- 1) s O_n,m-s(x). (3.16) X 
s=O \ /S  
Since 
x O.,0(x) = O.,o(X) + x(x  - l ) ,  
it follows from (3.16) that 
k m=O k~o mffiO 
or  
[(1 -- y + xy)" -- x] ~ O.,m(X) y m = x(l -- x). (3.17) 
m~O 
We remark that, adjusting the variation in the boundary conditions in 
(3,5) and (3.13), there is no difficulty in verifying that (3.6) and (3.17) 
are equivalent. 
Similarly we find that 
Qn, m,y(x) y m = y(l - y + xy) n-~ ~ On, m(x) y m 
(3.18) mffil m ffiO 
= xy(1 -- x) (1 -- y q- xy)"-J[(1 -- y -k xY) n -- x] -x, 
which seems preferable to (3.7). 
Before concluding this section we remark that it is easily seen that 
Q" ' " (m)= ( n ) 
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Consequently, using (3.3), we deduce the identity 
(n )=m s=o ~ ( -  1)s( 'ns+ 1) (n(m--S)m +
m-- I  
(3.19) 
4. A COMBINATORIAL PROOF 
Inverting the formula (3.4), we find that 
I~/ .9=0 In 
s ) Q,~,,. (m - s) 
~ (m+s)  
= s~0 k Qn,,,, (k - s) 
(4.1) 
Since the left member of (4.1) denotes the number of ways of distri- 
buting m like objects into kn different cells, it seems of interest o give 
a combinatorial proof of this identity. In the first place, it will be conven- 
ient to think of the nk cells arranged as a rectangle with n columns 
and k rows. 
Given a distribution of m like objects into such a rectangle, we may 
derive a sequence of length m from Z~ with repetitions permitted by 
reading from left to right across each row of the rectangle and denoting 
each occurrence of an element in the j-th column of the rectangle by 
n + 1 -- j. That this correspondence is many to one is illustrated by 
the following example: for n = 2, k = 3, the following distributions all 







Conversely, given a sequence with repetitions having s jumps, it is 
clear that the above process permits us to represent the sequence in a 
rectangle with n columns and s rows. That is, a new row is to be started 
whenever a jump, other than the initial jump, occurs in the sequence. 
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Thus we may obtain all distributions corresponding to a given se- 
quence having s jumps by distributing the m marks, already placed, 
over the k -k 1 -- s remaining rows of the rectangle. Since the number 
of ways in which this can be done is 
we obtain 
m+k- -s ) ,  
m 
,~=o m m 
which is equivalent o (4.1). 
5. RECURRENCES FOR Q,.,,(k) 
Writing (4.1) in the form 
(kx -q -m- -1 )  = ~ (xq - r )Qk ,• (  m-  r) 
m r=o m 
(5.1) 
and multiplying both sides by 
kx q- m = k(x-l-  r -  m) + m(k-q- 1) -k r ,  
we obtain 
.,+1 ( x + r 
(m+ 1) Y~ m § l] Qk'"+l(m + l - r) 
r~O 
r=o m-I-  1 Qe. , , (m-  r) 
q -~ ( rnkq-m-kr ){ (x2  rq -1 )  (xq -~)  t ~o q- 1 - m-k  Qe.m(m - r) 
It follows that 
(m q- 1)Qk,~n+l(m -k 1 -- r) = (k -- m q- kr)Qk.,~(m - r) 
q- (mk q- m -- kr q- k)Q#.,n(m -q- 1 - r), 
(5.2) 
or if we prefer 
(m q- 1)Qk,,,~+l(r) = (2k -- m q- mk -- rk)Qe,m(r -- 1) 
+ (m -F rk)Qk.m(r). 
(5.3) 
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We also remark that, using (3.5), we easily verify that (5.3) is equiv- 
alent to 
(m + 1)Oe,,,,+a(x) = [(k -+- mk -- m)x + m] O.k,,,,(x) 
+ kx( !  - x)O'k,,,,(x), (5.4) 
where the prime denotes the derivative. 
In the next place it follows from (3.4) and (5.1) that 
( )( ) Qn,,.( k )= Z ( -  1) s m+ 1 (k -  s)n + m-  1 
s=o s m 
( ) ----~ (__ 1) s m q- 1 n + r Qe-s.,,(m - r) 
s=o s r=o m 
= n+r  y. ( _  i)~ m+l  Qk_.~,,.(m--r). 
rffiO rn .~=0 s 
If we put 
then we have 
(m+l) 
R,~(k, r )= Z (-- 1) ~ Qk .... ,("),  (5.5) 
s=O 5 
Rm(k, r)----- Z ( _  1)s+ t m 
s=O t=O 
s,(r , ,+m m 
(5.6) 
Q,,,,(k) = ~ (n + s)R, , (k ,  m-  s). (5.7) 
sffiO S 
It is clear from (5.6) that R,,(k, r) is an integer and that 
R,,~(k, r) = R.,(r, k). (5.8) 
We shall see later that the formula (5.7) furnishes a combinatorial in- 
terpretation of the integers R,,(k, r). 
I f  we put 
R,~.~(x) = ~ R,,(k, r) x r, (5.9) 
r=O 
then it follows from (3.5) and (5.7) that 
O.,m(x) = Z (n + s)R,.,,._,(x). 
s-o m 
(5.10) 
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Returning to Q,,m(k), we find that 
. .  (m+l)(~m Q. ,m(m-  k)= ~ (--  1) s 
s:0 S 
s - k )n  + m 1) 
.+1 ( )(~ ~,n ) = ~] ( _  1)~+ 1 m+ 1 m s +m--  1 
s=ra--k+l S m 
( )( ) = ~ (-- 1)s+m m+ 1 - - (k+ 1 - -s )  n+m--  1 
,~=o $ m 
( )( ) =y,  ( _1) ,  m+l  n(k+l - - s )  (m>0) ,  
s=o s m 
which implies 
Q.,,.(m - k) = ( -  1)" Q_.,m(k) (m > 0). 
In particular 
Q.,.~.(k) = Q.,.+l(n + 1 -- k). 
In exactly the same way have also 





x m+x R,,,,,n+l-k(1/x) = R,n.~(x) (m > 0). (5.14) 
6. A COMBINATORIAL INTERPRETATION OF R,,(r, s) 
Given a permutation ~r = (ala~" 9 9 a.) of 1, 2 . . . . .  n, we shall say 
that tr requires readings if it is necessary to make s left to right scans 
of cr in order that the elements are read in the order n, n -- 1 . . . . .  1. 
For example, the permutations 
1342, 625341, 123, 
all require three readings, namely, 
4.32.1., 654.3.21., 3.2.1., 
where each dot indicates the end of a reading. 
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For the moment, let Rm(r,  s) denote the number of permutations on m 
letters which have r jumps and require s readings. 
Each sequence 6) of length m with repetitions permitted corresponds 
to a unique permutation on m letters. This can be seen in the following 
manner: Suppose 
I'1 ~ #'2 ~ " " " ( F l  
are the elements that occur in 6) and that r i occurs sj times. Derive the 
permutation a by numbering the occurrences of I"1, in the order in which 
they occur from right to left in Q, as 1, 2 . . . . .  sl. This completed, num- 
ber the occurrences of r2, again working from right to left in 6), as 
s lq-  1 , . . . , s2 .  
It is clear that t - 2 additional applications of this process yields a 
permutation a on the m letters 1, 2 , . . . ,  m. For example, if 
6) = 12133512, 
then 
a ---- 35276814. 
Moreover, it is easily seen that both the number of jumps and the posi- 
tion of these jumps are identical in 6) and a. 
Now suppose we are given a permutation tr on m letters which has r 
jumps and requires readings. We wish to find the number of sequences 
6) of length m from Z,  which correspond to tr. 
As in the examples above, let us place a dot at the end of each of 
the s readings of or. In order that a new reading be started in or, it is 
clear that, in cr, the first element in this reading must occur to the left 
of the last dement in the previous reading. Consequently, any sequence 6) 
corresponding to cr must contain at least s distinct elements. This means 
that we may construct a sequence 6)which corresponds to cr by replacing 
j in tr by k, where k denotes the number of dots occurring to the right 
of j in the reading of tr. For example, if n = 4 and cr ---- 312654, then 
6) = 212333 is easily seen to be the corresponding sequence. 
However, since 6) is to be any sequence of length m whose elements 
are in Zn, we may construct other sequences which correspond to cr 
as follows: given t in the range 0 < t < n - -  s, and distributing t addi- 
tional dots in the m spaces to the right of each of the elements in the 
reading of or, we construct 6) by replacing the occurrence of j in tr by k, 
where k now denotes the total number of dots occurring to the right of 
j in the reading of tr. 
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Continuing the above example, we see that the additional sequences 
obtained and the distributions to which they correspond are 
212444 654..32.1. , 
313444 654.32..1. ,
323444 654.32.1.. ,
312444 654.3.2.1. , 
212443 65.4.32.1. , 
212433 6.54.32.1. , 
The total number of ways of placing these dots is 
,.(m+,-,) .) ~ = . 
t=o t m 
(6.1) 
Hence there are this many sequences of length m from Z,, corresponding 
to each permutation requiring s readings. Moreover, it is easily verified 
that every sequence corresponding to ~r is obtained in this manner. 
Thus we obtain the identity 
Q,.,~(r) = s=0 ~ (n+m-m s)Rm(r,s), (6.2) 
which is equivalent o (5.7). 
This evidently shows that R,,(r, s) defined by (5.7) is the number of 
permutations on m letters that have r jumps and require s readings. 
This interpretation of R,,(r, s) may be stated in an equivalent form. 
Given a permutation crcall the conjugate of cr the permutation obtained 
by interchanging each element of tr with its position. Then R,,,(r, s) is 
the number of permutations on m letters that have r jumps and whose 
conjugates have s jumps. 
7. THE NUMBERS R,.(r, s) 
It  is well known that the total number of sequences of length m with 
repetitions permitted from Z,, is n m. In our notation, 
Q.,,,,(r) = n" .  (7.1) 
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Thus, using (5.7), we obtain 
n m = ~r~ Rra (r, m + 1 -- s).  
s~l m r~l 
Hence it follows from (1.3) and (5.8) that 
Rm (r, s) ----- A,a.s, (7.2) 
where A,n.s denotes the Eulerian number. 
It is of interest o find those values of r and s for which Rm(r, s) does 
not vanish. We shall prove that 
s - -1  
Rm(r, s) = 0 ~ r > m + 1. (7.3) 
S 
To prove the sufficiency, we have, using (5.6), 
Since 
(m-r -  t) (s -- k) W m) 
m 
--kffi0-- ~ ( - -1 )~+x(mq-1)  r - l k  ~o(_  1)m+x_t(rn t + 1) 
-- ( r -  t) (s - k) q- rn -- 1).  
m 
(r -- t) (s -- k) W m -- 1) =0 (m>rs) ,  
m 
we see that 
Rrn(m q- 1 - -  r, s) = O (m > rs), 
or  i f  we prefer 
s -1  ) 
= - -m+l  . Rm(r, s) 0 r > s 
The proof of the necessity is combinatorial in nature. Suppose we are 
given s readings of the elements 1, 2 . . . . .  m. Define a matrix (alj) in 
which the entry a~i is the j-th element read on the i-th reading, if there 
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are at least j elements read. Otherwise the entry a;j is not made. For 





6 5 4 
3 
2 1 
Define a permutation a by reading the elements, as they appear 
in the matrix, up each of the columns. Thus, for the above example, 
= 236891574. 
It is easily verified that if the number of elements read on each of the s 
readings are ordered 
rq < ri, < 9 9 9 < r i , ,  (7.5) 
then the permutation a has 
1 + ria + " ' "  + r, ,_  t 
jumps. However, it follows from (7.5) that 
s - -1  
1 +r i~+' ' .+r io  t < - m +  1. 
- -  - -  S 
This evidently shows that, for a given s, we may construct a permutation 
with r jumps, 
s - -1  
s < r < - - m +  l, 
$ 
and the remainder of the proof follows from the symmetry properties 
of Rm(r,  s). 
As an immediate corrollary of (7.3), it follows from (5.7) that 
t r > m (m_< n), (7.6) 
Q,,,,(r) = 0 ~- n - 1 
r> n m+l  (m > n). 
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Inverting the formula (5.6), we find that 
,%7 ' 
D~ r. s~O IT/ /~/ 
Thus, if we multiply both sides of (7.7) by 
xy  + m = (x  + r --  1 --  m)  (y + s --  1 --  m)  
+ (y+s- -m- -  l ) (m+ 1 - - r )  
+ (x+r - -m- -  1 ) (m+ 1 - -s )  
+(m+ I - - r ) (m+ l - - s )+m,  
we find that 
(m + 1)R,,+x(r, s) -~ (rs + m)R,,~(r, s) (7.8) 
+ [s(m + 2 --  r) - -  m] R,,,(r - -  1, s) 
+ [ r (m+2- -s ) - -m]R, , ( r , s - -  1) 
+ [(m + 2 -- r) (m + 2 -- s)] R,,,(r -- 1, s - -  1). 
Note in particular that, using (7.3), we have 
(s --  1)m + 2s --  rs > (s --  1)m+2s- -  (s - -  1 )m- -s=s .  
It follows that the coefficients occurring in the above recurrence are 
non-negative integers. 
We list a few special values of R,,,(r, s) which follow from the formula 
(5.7). 
Rm(r, 2) = (m+2r_ ll) ' (7.9) 
mk- -k - - j+  1)= (r~k) (0_<j< rain (m, k), (7.10) 
R,, ,~_l ,(m, (m - -1 )  (k - -1 ) )  = (k )  - m(k - -1 ) -  I (m < k), (7.11) 
R,,t, ,_ l~(m, (m --  1) 3) = --2(m 2 -- m + 1). (7.12) 
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To find a generating function for R,,(r, s), we have, using (5.6), 
Z z r x ~ R,,,(r, s) 
r~O s~O 
=Z Z ( -  1) ~§ m 1 m+l  ztx ~Z 
t=o ~.=o k m r=O s=O 
= (1 -  z )m+l (1 -  X) m+x ~ ~ (rs-q-m--1)zrxS, 
r=0 s=o m 
which implies, at least formally, 
m=0 r=0 s=0 
co X r 
=Z 
~=ol - - z  (1 - -y ) -~ 
(7.13) 
co Z s 
=Z 
s=ol -- x (1 - -  y)-" 
8. ST IRL ING NUMBERS 
Define S (m; r , s )  by means of 
(xy-km-- 1)= ~ (x ) (Y )S(m;  
m r. s~O r S r, s), (8.1) 
so that S(m; r, s) is the number  of ways of distributing m like objects 
into an r by s rectangle in such a way that each row and each column 
contains at least one object. F rom this interpretation of  S(m; r, s), 
we see that [3, p. 92] 
(m -- 1) (8.2) S(m;r, 1)-~ r - -  1 " 
Inverting the formula (8.1), we find that 
()()( S(m; r, s) = ~ (_  l)r+s+i+ j r s U q- 
i=o ~=o i j 
m-l ) .  (8.3) 
m 
Also, using (5.6), we have 
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r, ,~=0 
( - -  1)r+s(l -- x)m-r(l -- y)" -SS(m;  r, s) 
( )( ) ( _  l)t+~xty e y~ ~ (_  l)r+ s m- r m- -s  S (m;  
t /.=0 r=O s=O t k 
( - -  1)t+kxty l~ Z Z ( - -  1) i+i 
t,k=o i=o j=o m 
= (- -  l)t+extY k Z Z ( - -  1) i+j t . l+m- -  1 
t.k=0 i=o j=o m 
(m+l)(m+l) 




xty~R, . (m - t, m - k )  
t, k=O 
= ~ ( - -  1) r+s(l - -x )  r(1 --  y)" S (m;  m -- r, m -- s) . 
r, $=0 
(8.4) 
I t  follows at once f rom (8.3) that 
()()  R,,(r ,  s) = ]g ( _  1)i+j+r+ s i J S (m;  m -- i, m -- j )  (8.5) 
i=r j=s r S 
as well as 
S(m;  m -- r, m -- s, = ~ ~ ( i l ( J I Rm(m -- i, m -- j )  (8.6, 
i=r j~s k / k s 
In  the next place, it is not difficult to see that (8.1)implies the recur- 
rence 
(m+ 1)S(m+ 1; r, s) = rsS(m;  r --  1, s - -  1 )+rsS(m;r - -  1, s) 
+ rsS(m;  r, s --  1) + (rs + m)S(m;  r, s). 
(8.7) 
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define the Stirling numbers of the first and second kind. Thus, dividing 
both sides of (8.1) by ym and letting y ---* 0% we obtain 
S(m; r, m) = r! S~(m, r). (8.10) 
Also we have 
S(m;r , s )=~ ~ (-- 1) i§ r s . ~ Sx(m ,k) m! ' 
i-o j=o i J ~-o 
and we easily see that this implies 
S(m; r, s) = !s_____~.r[ mz Sx(m, k)S,(k, r)S~(k, s). (8.11) 
m kffio 
Finally, it t;ollows from (8.1) that 
~ S(m;r , s )z~=~ (- - l )~+r(r)  m-0 i-0 i ((1 - -z )  -~-  1) s. (8.12) 
9. ARITHMETIC PROPERTIES AND TABLES 
Let p denote an odd prime. It is clear from (3.3) that, for 1 < r < p, 
( )( Qnp, m~+T(k) =-- ~,, (-- 1)" mp + r + 1 (k - s)n + 
s=o s m ,) r 
which implies 
Onp, mp+r(k) =-- 0 
(rood p), 
(modp) (l < r <p) .  (9.1) 
Also we have 
Q~.p(k) ~ 1 (modp). (9.2) 
In the next place, it follows from (5.6) that 
Rp_l(r,s) = (rs + p -1 )  (modp) ,  
\ p - - I  
which yields 
1 (rs ---- 1 (rood p)), (mod p). 
R~_l(r, s) =--- 0 (otherwise) 
(9.3) 
In exactly the same way we find that 
R~_2(r,s) ~ ~ 1 -- ~ 1, 
1 2 
(9.4) 
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where Y"t denotes the sum over those i and j(1 < i < r, 1 < j < s) for 
which i j  ~ t (mod p). 
Next put  rs =- r + kp (1 < t <p)  and assume r "< s. We find that 
1 ( t<r ; r+s- t<p) ,  
Rp(r, s) =-- -- 1 (s < t < r + s), 
0 (otherwise)  
(mod p). (9.5) 
For convenience of reference we include the following tables of 













5 10 l 
6 I 20 6 ,  



























































365 185 5 
1246 1506 246 
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1 2 3 4 5 
1 
20 6 
6 54 6 
6 20 
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1 1 1 
2 1 2 












1 6 6 4 
S(3; r, s) 
1 2 3 
1 3 3 
3 19 30 
3 30 63 
1 14 I 36 
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